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INTRODUCTION

Siboscmes ara nueleoprotein enzyaes which catalyze the for-
mation of polypeptide chains under inRNA control, using aminoacyl
tENAs as substrates—for reviawo see Nomura et al. (22) and
Chambiiss et al- (2). While our knowledge of what these particles
do in protein synthesis ia satisfactory, our understanding of how
they do it is minimal. We a till have no idea, for example, what
there is about tha mechanism of protein synthesis that requires
ail ribosomes, whatever their source, to be two-subunit enzymes.
It is most unlikely that mechanistic questions of even this simple
kind will be answered until much mora is known about the three-
dimensional structure of these particles than is known today.

The barrier posed by our igr.oranee of ribosome structure to
further understanding of protein synthesis has been recognized for
a long ".me. Ten yeara ago it was pointed out that neutron scat-
tering ould make a useful contribution in this area (A), and the
firat results of the application of these ideas were reported at
the 1975 Brookhaven Symposium (5,11).

The purpose of this paper ia twofold: (i) It reviews the
progress made in the study of the internal organization of the 30
S ribosomal suhunit of Z. coli by neutron scattering since 1975.
A map of that particle showing the position of 14 of the subunit's
21 proteins will be presented, and the methods currently used for
collecting and analyzing such data will be discussed. (ii) It
also explores the possibility of extending the interpretation of
neutron mapping data beyond the limits practical today.

DOTBUT10M OF TWSDWtNT IS UNLWED
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THE EXPERIMENT

One of the most powerful ways to use neutron scattering in
biological systems is to combine scattering measurements with
specific deuterium labeling. Large nuabers of non-exchaugeable
deuteriums can be incorporated into biological macromolecules.
Consequently, because of the large difference in scattering length
between 1H and 2D, labeling of quite small regions of a larger
biological structure can result in a aeasurable alteration in its
scattering* These changes can reveal the positions of the iso-
topically labeled sites, leading to a far better understanding of
an object's internal organization than would be possible otherwise
in the context of a scattering experiment.

The bacterial ribosome lends itself to site-specific deute-
rium labeling at the level of its constituent proteins. The small
subunit, for example, is a complex of 21 unique protein molecules
and a single SNA. Bacteria grow in perdeuterated media, and their
ribosomes can be reassembled from their separated components in
vitro. Thus, particles can be prepared with one or more proteins"
deuterium substituted at will, ae described by Moore (19).

The measurements made on ribosomss containing deuterated pro-
teins follow a scheme first proposed for measuring distances
between pairs of specific sites on single molecules by x-ray scat-
tering (9,13,29). X-ray scattering measurements can be done on
solutions of particles in which the two sites are marked with
heavy atoms- The heavy atom contribution to the overall scatter
can be identified by comparison with that given by the ualabe] -d
molecule. Because of interference between the scatter of the two
atoes, the heavy atom contribution includes a conspicuous ripple
which can be isolated experimentally from the resu of the scatter
of the sample. The ptiiodicity of this ripple reveals the dis-
tance between the heavy atoms and hence between the two labeled
sites.

The neutron experiment done oa ribosones uses as izr, "heavy
atoms" entire protein molecules labeled with deuterium. Otherwise
the experiment is completely -.nalagous- The techniques used for
differencing scattering profiles to isolate the interference con-
tribution from all other scattering contributions have been
described at length elsewhere (6,23). Suffice it to ^ y that the
interference signal, Ix(

8)> can be obtained from real data in an
unambiguous fashion, and from it one would hope to deduce an

pretein distance.

In a multisubunit structure like the ribosome where many
Interference fringes can be measured, a set of pairuise distances
could reveal the positions of its components in three dimen-
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sions. Under almost no o the r circumstance can one Imagine
concatenating the results of a long series of solution scattering
aeasureiaent8 to produce as much Information about a s*- cture as
this. The possibility of obtaining Buch a three-dimensional
structure Is what brought us to apply this technique to the
ribosoms, where so l i t t l e information was (Is) available from
other sources.

That data " c this kind could be obtained from ribosomes by
neutron scattering has been cles- *or a long time. That It could
provide information about the s< rations between components has
also been certain. Less evident has been the proper method for
extracting Infor tion about the structure of the ribosotae from
these interference curves.

DATA ANALYSIS

e) The I n t e r f e r e n c e Fr inge

There is one expsrioental situation In which the Interpreta-
tion of pairwiee, interference fringes is straightforward. If the
labeled entities have spherical symmetry, like atoms, Ix(s) has
the form

vhere fj(s) and f2(s) a r e £ n e form factors for the labeled re-
gions, d" is the distance between their centers, and s is the Bragg
spacing at which the scattering '. : observed; s • (2sin8)A-

In this case, Ix(s) is ft damped sinusoidal ripple just as i t
would be if the labeled regions were point scatterers. The nodes
of the ripple occur at intervals of (2d) , and inspection reveals
the disteBca between the centers of t^~ scatterers.

There is a difficulty, however. Most proteins, ribosomal
proteins Included, are not spheres. Equation (1), therefore, is
not aa appropriate basis for interpreting the interference data
thay give. For non-spherical scatterers, a more general expres-
sion must be used:

Ix(s) • J 2 (2irsrij)""1sln(2ir<3r1:j) . (2)

In Eq. (2), r ^ is the distance between the ith atom in the first
labeled subunit and the jth atom In the second. The i summation
runs over all atoms in the first 9'jbunits, and the j summation
over al l atoms in the second. (Constants such as scattering
lengths are omitted for clarity.)
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b) Length Distributions

Like any other scattering curve, *x(s) can be subjected to
Fourier transformation. The transform of a solution scattering
curve ia (always) a length distribution—sea Guinier and Fournet
(7)—and in this case the distribution obtained, px(r), is the
distribution of lengths of all possible vectors Joining isotcp-
ically substituted positions in the two labeled regions (17,18):

CO

px(r) - rj*Blx(s)sin(2ir8r)d8 . (3)
o

The length distribution in this case reflects the distance
between the centers of mass of the two labeled subunits, to be
sure. But it is also influenced by their ohaoes and relative
orientation. Thus length distribution should^ and do, vary
considerably in shape as well as in average distance from one
pairwise experiment to the nest. Tha interference profiles
measured vary correspondingly, and often deviate significantly
from the sinusoidal regularity of the spherical case.

It follows that, in general, inspection of pcch a ripple will
not reveal the center-of-mass separation cf a pair of proteins.
All one can suggest is that the center-to-ceatec distance is
likely to be within the observed length distribution, probably
somewhere around its average valuel but even thia need not always
be true.

c) Second Moments

About five years ago it was recognized that a. simple rela-
tionship exists between tha second aoaen: of a length distri-
bution, M, and the center-to-center distance between subunitg, d,
uhich offers a way around the impasse described above;

M - d2 + R^ + R | (4)

where Ri and R2 are the radii of gyration of the labeled entities
(16,18,27). (The second moment of a length distribution is twice
the square of the radius of gyration one would derive by analysis
of the low-angle region of the corresponding scattering profile.)
Equation (4) is valid independent of the shapes and orientation of
the two labeled regions.

A priori one does not know R-̂  or VL^; Eq. (4) doee not permit
one to interpret a single, isolated data set. For structures like
the ribosome with more than S subunits, however, the number of
pairwise distance measurements possible within the object is
greater than the number of positional coordinates and radii of
gyration needed to specify it in the framework of Eq. (4).
Therefore it is possible to derive a model for subunit positions
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•nd radii of gyration of such an object by an aralysia of a set of
Interference data which is independent of j»d_ hô - assumptions, or
•ny additional data.

The problem posed by a set of data of thia kind can be solved
satisfactorily by finding a model for the structure in which
ceater-of-mass positions and radii of gyration are specified so as
to minimize an objective function X , which can be defined
conveniently as follows:

- Xj)
2 - (y± - y / -

(5)

"here ic ,̂ y^, Zj are tne coordinates of the ith component, Rj i ts
radius of gyration, H( j the second moment of the length distribu-
tion found for the pafir i and j , and o^,, the variance of M-M* Tne
•um is over a l l data sets.

The theory and the computational techniques required to find
fae optimal solution to Eq. (5) have been described in detail
(20,22). It is these techniques that have led to the map of the
3" S aubunit to which we now turn.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

•) Samples

We s t a r t e d making ribosor&e i n t e r f e r e n c e measurements i n the
•uamer of 1974 u s i n g samples which were p ro tona ted i n a l l bu t the
protein subun i t s whose s e p a r a t i o n was sough t . These were d e u t e -
rium labeled t o t h e e x t e n t of 30 t o 35% i n non-exchangeable p o s i -
t ions , and the p a r t i c l e s were suspended i n 57% D2O b u f f e r to
•inlmlze ribosomal contributions to scatter by contrast matching
ribosomal protonated components (19).

This pattern of labeling was chosen because i t was the most
economical one we could flr.d which was adequate for the job.
"Mle i t is a relatively cheap scheme to carry out, i t has some
•xperi<aental overhead. Trie buffer scatter of 57% DjO is substan-
tial because of the incoherent scattering from the *H atoms i t
contains; this is the primary source of background in the experi-
ment. From the viewpoint of signal-to-noise ratio, i t would have
been better to use partially deuterated particles, matched to 100Z
2̂°» labeled with protonated proteins, like those being used at

I.L.L. today (May, personal communication). The tripling in D20
consumption auch a strategy entails appeared more than our re-
sources could bear, however, in 1974.
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In order to reduce the amount of buffer in Che samples and
hence the background penalty, ths samples are concentrated by
centrifugation to give a g;,-like suspension. Highly concentrated
samples are seldom suitable for solution scattering work because
of interparticle Interference effects- The reason concentrated
samples should be tolerable in these experiments has been pointed
out by Hoppe (9,10), and we tested his theory on two occasions
with satisfactory results (24,25).

b) Data

So far 62 different protein pairs have been examined within
the 30 S subunit, 8 of them more than once. The positions and
radii of gyration for 14 of the 21 proteins in that structure can
be estiaated by using 54 of these data sets.

An exhaustive analysis of thesa rasults will not be presented
here. All but 5 of the data sets required for the 14 protein maps
have been discussed elsewhere (24,26) in a series of papers which
presented a 12-protein map. Furthermore, the current 14-proteln
model contains some unresolved ambiguities and is therefore more
than usually tentative. It should be replaced by something better
quite soon. Instead of a full discussion, some pictures of this
working model will be supplied, with comments or. ' ~s strengths and
weaknesses, and some remarks on comparisor - between it and other
data on the organization of the ribosome.

c) A 14-Protein Model of the 30 S Subunit

Figure 1 presents "front" and "back" stereo views of our cur-
rent best estimate of protein locations. The array of proteins is
fairly flat and is viewed roughly parallel to its thinnest direc-
tion. The maximum linear dimension of the array is about 170 8,
which should be compared with 220 to 250 $., the maximum chord of
the entire structure (Kearney and Moore, unpublished data). For
convenience proteins are represented as spheres whose volumes are
to scale.

Alternative sources of information about this protein ar-
rangement have come from reassembly experiments, protein cross-
linking experiments, fluorescence energy transfer studies, and
finally electron microscopy. On the whole, the agreement between
these different sources of information and the neutron model is
quite good, as discussed in detail elsewhere (24). Perhaps the
most striking comparison that can be made is between the neutron
map and the data from electron microscopy. Maps of protein posi-
tions have been produced by examination of electron microscopic
images of 30 S subunits stained with protein-specific antibody
molecules (12,28). Staining with antibodies permits localization
of the antigenic determinants of proteins within the larger
structure.
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(a)

1. Stereo views of the 14-protain model of the 30 S eubunit
of E_. coli. Proteins SI, S3 to S12, S14, S15, and S18
have been located in the 30 S subunit by neutron inter-
ference techniques. Proteins are repreaented as spheres
whose volumes are to scale and are thoae of the anhy-
drous proteins. The numbers in the spheres correspond
to the standard protein identification numbers. (a)
"Front" view of the subunit. (b) "Back" view, seen from
the opposite side (180°).
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Fig. 2. Superposition of the neutron map oa the electron micro-
scopic image of the 30 S su&unit (i2). The contours in
this drawing represent the outline of the 30 S subuait
aa visualized in negative stain in the electron micro-
scope. The neutron map is superimposed on the EM icage
so as to place neutron-located proteins (circled num-
bers) as <-". ose as possible to the positions of their
corresponds ..g antigenic determinants as discovered by
antibody staining (unclrcled numbers).

Figure 2 is a superposition of the neutron and electron
microscopic maps (12) done (by eye) sc as to minimize the distance
between the positions of proteins in the two aaps. It is clear
that a consistent superposition is possible; there is little doubt
both techniques are describing the saaie particle.

The neutron map has some "weak" regions. Because of incon-
sistent data, it is not clear precisely how S6 should be placed
relative to S8 and S4. Since S6 and 318 are close neighbors (by
direct measurement), this difficulty n^ch So strongly influences
the position assigned to S18. The S3-S7 distance, one of the
first we attempted to determine, is still unsettled. We hava yet
to obtain a fully satisfactory data set for that pair, and the
data we do have violate the triangle inequality with respect to
other distances in that part of the map. Besides these problems,
we are not aware of any other major difficulties. All that is
needed, aa ever, is more (and better) data.

d) Radii of Gyration

The data also permit us to estimate radii of gyration for the

Individual proteins* As has been pointed out on theoretical
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grounds (20), it is the nature of this kind of mapping that sub-
unltB with large radii of gyration will have their radii deter-
ained with useful precision, given data of the quality we can ob-
tain, but, unfortunately, the radii for subunits with small radii
vill be determined very poorly; and so it is turning out in the
event. The best determined radius is that for protein SI, which
is about 55±1Q ft, by far the largest radius encountered so far.
The next best appears to be that of S4, 30±8 8. All the rest have
substantially smaller values with very large associated errors.

Because of the way error propogates in this system, it may
not be oossible for us ever to assign values having small errors
for t"-u majority of these proteins. However, it does seem reason-
able to conclude, even in face of the errors, that moat rtbosomal
proteins have shapes that are not radically extended, with the
excep-.ions already noted. This finding is a useful one since
there have been many claims in the past—e.g., Wittmann et al.
(30)—that ribosomai proteins as a group have unusually extended
configurations bcth as isolated molecules and in the ribosome.

It is also the nature of error propogatlon in this kind of
•*pping that coordinate errors are relatively small. The average
error in this model is about ±10 & in all three coordinates, x, y,
«nd z. These errors make the neutron technique the most precise,
*7 a substantial margin, of the ways currently known for deter-
mining the positions of proteins in this structure.

ANALYSIS OF DATA: FUTURE PROSPECTS

An impressive aspect of the work described above is the small
number of parameters that have been specified about the 30 S
• tructure (36 coordinates well determined, and 14 radii of gyra-
tion poorly determined) in return for the large amount of data
collected. Each experiment involves the measurement of an entire
scattering profile, about 30 values of intensity for each. Infor-
mation content considerations suggest that these profiles should
be able to specify four or five independent parameters apiece
(14,21). For the purposes of model building, however, only a
single number is used per data set, the second moment.

As pointed out in the section on data analysis, an inter-
ference profile has more in it than a single di-'ance and some
radii of gyration. It also reflects the shapes and relative
orientation of the subunits. The problem that has confounded us
for a long time is how to recover some of this additional infor-
mation from the data. In the past few months an approach to this
question has been explored which has illuminated the problem.
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Fig. 3. Distance construction- Two arbitrary shapes are shown
whose centers of mass are A and B; I and 2 are arbitrary
points within these shapes. The vacto-g mentioned in
the text are identified in the drawing.

a) Distance Geometry

It is useful to begin by considering the relationship between
the vector that joins two (arbitrary) points in two labeled sub-
units, d̂ 2> the vector joining the centers of mass of the two
subuaits, d, and the vectors between the two points and the
centers of their respective subunits, r̂  ana r̂ -

dj^ • 3 - r^ + ?2 (see Figure 3).

d12 - [d
2 + r2 + r| + 2dr2cos62 - Idr^ose-L - 2r1-r2]

1/'2 .

la these expressions, 6^ and e2 are the angles between d and r^
and ?2 respectively. (Vector amplitudes are given as the vector
symbol without the superscript bar.)

For d large compared with r-̂  and r2,

d^2 ~ d +

Now r cos9 is the projection of r onto d. Furthermore all points
within a subunit which lie on a plane perpendicular tc i will have
the same value of r cos6. Thus in the limit of large d, the
length distribution for a pair of subunits, p^(r), should be well
approximated as follows:

+ CP

px(r) - J g1(6)g2(r - d + 5)d6 (6)
••tie

where g^ and g2 are one-dimensional density distributions formed
by projecting the three-dimensional density distributions of the
subunits onto the line whose direction ±8 given by d (see Figure
4). The origin in both cases, 6 » 0, ic the intersection of d
with the subunit center of mass. The terms g^ and g2 can be
called "line projections," and the length distribution is given as
a cross correlation of line projections or "LPCC," Eq. (6).
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Fig. 4. '."• . U n a projection. d is a vector of arbitrary di-
rection passing through > center of mass of the shape
described by p(x^,y-,,z). All densities wit'iin the shape
lying on s. plane perpendicular to d positioned at 6
along d, relative to the object's center of gravity, are
eummed tu give :?

b) LPCCs Are Good Approximations to Length Distributions

An LFCC, of course, ignores the contribution to point-to-
point distances of components perpendicular to d. It is
reasonable to ask whether LPCCa usefully approximate the length
distributions expected in biological assemblies in which subunit
dimensions may not be much smaller than intersubunit separa-
tions. This issue has been explored computationally.

Figure 5A compares the LPCC and the true length distribution
computed for a aphere of 15-R radius 60 & from a 3:1 prolate
ellipsoid of revolution of the sarae volume. The ellipsoid axis is
tipped 45° relative to the line J.\ning their centers. The shapes
of the two distributions are similar but not identical. The LPCC,
not unexpectedly, predicts a length distribution displaced to
shorter distances than the true distribution. From the standpoint
of analysis of the shapes of profiles, however, that displacement
is of no consequence. Figure 5B shows the two curves superimposed
so that their centers of gravity coincide; the match is better.
The result is typical. In most cases, the difference between the
LPCC and the true px(r) is within the error with which px(r) can
te determined experimentally in measurements of the kind under
discussion here—see, e.g., Ramakrishnan et al . (24).

O The Properties of Line Projections

What makes the line projection attractive is i ts simple rela-
tionship to the structure from which i t is derived. The infor-
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Fig. 5- A comparison of pairwise length distributions and length
projection cross correlations- The length distribution
was computed corresponding to the pair interference
which would arise in a structure containing two differ-
entially labeled subunits. The subuRita are a sphere 15
ft in radius 60 ft from the center of a 3:1 prolate el-
lipsoid of the same volume. Tha ellipsoid'a major a-'.s
makes a 45° angle with the line joining the centers of
the two shapes. A: The length distribution (solid line)
is compared with the correspon^m,; line projection cross
correlation (dashed line). B: The cross correlation
function is shifted so chat ics centroid ct-acides with
that of the length distribution.

mat ion contained in such a projection is best appreciated by
considering what it corresponds to in the reciprocal space of the
parent object. If F(R,9,>i>) is the Fourier transform of the
object's density distribution, p(r,9,0), it is easy to show that
the transform of the line projection of p(r,5,tf>) Is simply
F(R,8,#) evaluated along the line running through the point
F(0,0,0) in the same direction as the line projection vector.
Clearly If one were to obtain enough line projections for an
object, taken in many different directions, a sufficient number of
coefficients for F would be available in thr* iimensions to
permit recovery of p(r,9,tf>) by Fourier inversion, reconstruction
from line projections is the one-dimensicnal counterpart of the
two-dimensional reconstruction technique used by electron micr'3-
copists (3).

Line projections are not an efficient means for defining
structures. Sampling considerations show that it would take about
100 line projections, evenly distributed in space, to define the
structure of an arbitrarily shaped object with linear dimensions
of 40 8 to a resolution of 10 8.. The 30 S ribosome, on the other
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J, contains only 21 subunits, so that nc more informatloc about
t given subunit than that number of line projections can normally
be obtained. Clearly only a limitec" represencation of a real sub-
onit in such a structure can be achieved under the best of eire.vs-
• tances, and even that, only if a way is found to recover line
projections from paitwise length distributions.

Given the severe limitation in the power of the data, i t is
reasonable to confine efforts at subunit shape modeling to simple
•hapes like equivalent ellipsoids of revolution. By accepting
this limitation, the number of shape parameters to be extracted
frra the data is reduced to two angles (to specify the orientation
of the major axis) and an axial rat io. Volume car be estimated
free aubunit molecular weight.

d) An Alftorithim for Shape and Orientation Modeling

The information in a length distribution is uot a line pro-
action, but the cross correlation of two line projections, some-
thing a good deal less informative. Cross correlations, however,
•re relatively easy to deal with ia reciprocal space (1):

FT(LPCC) - FT[g1(6)].FT[g2(6)] (7)

•here FT stands for Fourier transform. The transform of an el-
lipsoid of revolution is known in closed form as a function of
•sial ratio and orientation (">, ao that the generation of these
products for pairs of arbitrarily oriented ellipsoids is straight-
forward.

These facts suggest an analysis of the data as follows. The
•easured langth distributions are Fourier transformed with their
origins taken at the distributions' centroids. One then attempts
to find orientations and axial ratios for a set of ellipsoids of
•Ppropriate volume, located at the positions revealed by second
•went analysis, which will produce a set of LPCCs whose trans-
forms natch the observed transforas. (In this fitting process,
oaly the real parts of the transforms of the measured data need be
considered. The LPCCe of ellipsoids are all even functions with
respect to their centroids.)

In a data get for a structure of 8 or more subunits, the
bnrdea put on the minimum data needed to locate the subunits by
this further analysis amounts to about one parameter per data
•et. It ia not much to ask.

A. program has been written to implement these ideas. It is
organised as a nonlinear least-squares minimization based on' the
Ktrquardt algorithm (15). The purpose is to find the model which
alniaises the residual X 2 where
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and ff(a)2 la the variance of FT[px(r)] at a given point In its
profile. The summation In s runs over all values for Which
FT[p(r)] has been calculated in reciprocal space, and the sum-
mation in m runs over all data sets. The program starte with a
user-apeeified model aad refines It to produce a model in which X
is minimized-

In. order to explore the practicality of this approach, model
data were computed by using techniques described previously
(17). The object of the exercise was to recover from the model
data the shape and orientations of the ellipsoids used to generate
the data set. g

e) Computational Results

A number of conclusions have emerged from the testing of thia
program.

First, the algorithm is convergent. TL the starting model
for the refinement is the model that generated the test data, the
fit tt the ellipsoid LPCCs to the "data" is very good to begin
with, as expected, and upon refinement is improved still further
at the expense of some small adjustments in angular o-ientations
and axial ratios. These adjustments reflect the fact that the
LPCCs only approximate true length distributions. Furthermore,
the algorithm will always find a configuration substantially
better than the starting model, whatever it may be.

Second, the residual space—l.a.. x 2 space, Eq. (8)—being
explored here has many minima. Each distinct starting model
tested so far has led to a different "best" model for the data.
These "best" models differ substantially both in the final value
of x obtained and in the subunit orientations and axial ratios
they suggest. The "right" modelj i.e., the model derived by-
refinement of the model that generated the data, has the lowest
residual found so far. The presence of many minima appears to be
related to the fact that Inter-ellipsoid length distributions are
not very distinctive. The strongest influence on the distribution
is that of the angles made by the major axes of a pair of el-
lipsoids with the line joining their centers of mass. All el-
lipsoid orientations around thia line which have the same "tip"
angles give length distributions that are hard to distinguish.
Their corresponding LPCCs are identical.
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Third, the addition of external information ia remarkably
unhelpful. The program was modified to allow the specification of
certain model parameters by the operator and limitation of refine-
ment to the remainder, in the belief that the algorithm would do
better if constrained. The fixing of various combinations of
parwn&ters was tested, including fixing of the entire set of axial
ratics at their correct values, all to no effect. This caae cor-
responds to the situation that would obtain if reliable radii of
gyration were available for all subunits from secsud moment
analysis or other sources,, and the modeling made use of this
Information. The multi-minima property remained.

i) Outlook for Shape Modeling

This experience leaves us discouraged about prospects for
wiving the general shape problem. The line projection concept
seems, to us, to correspond to a "best case." With large sub-
units, closely spaced, when LPCCs fail to give satisfactory
results, the modeling of length distributions ia terms of simple
shapes will be harder—not easier—to carry out, and the refine-
«nt algorithms thEt emerge will be even mor» nonlinear and
probably worse behaved. Thus, if the problem cannot be solved by
using LPCCs, with data sets for which LPCCs approximate the data
satisfactorily, we think it may be insoluble altogether.

Clearly, the reason the problem ia so intractable is that the
residual surface has many miniaa. This means that gradient opti-
nizatiori techniques, which are the most powerful methods available
for solving nonlinear problems, cannot be used unless very good
starting models caa be suggested. The difficulties here are two-
fold. First, th= same multi-ainima character that makes conver-
gence to the global minimum problematic must make the generation
of a good starting model equall" difficult. Second, no infor-
mation i3 available on the raage of convergence, hence no estimate
of how "good" a starting model must be in order to ensure global
convergence •

The only alternative to gradient algorithms for resolving
this problem ia "grid searching." A grid search ic simply a
systematic tri&I-and-error search through parameter space to find
the model that gives the lowest minimum. Given that there are 3N
shape and orientation parameters to specify and N is about 20,
even a coarse search would be an extravagant exercise indeed.

Finally, it aiust not be forgotten that the data to be
analysed include error, both systeaatic and non-systematic. Given
error in the data, and a multi-minima residual space, there can be
no guarantee that the global minimum discovered in a real data set
"ill be recognizably related to the true structure.
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CONCLUSIONS

It ia hard for non-mathematicians like ourselves to , prove

that a problem cannot be solved. Certainly, one, caa imagine Urge

numbers' of computational • J ^ " ^ ^ " & £ £ £ Z
cast a<»s additional

3 «~ «+~&~ m *
»e»ic*t «e*»ur«J dat» ubich are *aca sore efficient toan the cur-
rently used way. However, ia our estiaation none of these expe-
dients avoids the trap* presented by the aany alniss In this
problea, and therefore we have not tested any.

'At •<t*j*>\A llj&e nothing better than to have the challenge
lap lie It in these remarks taken up and to have our gloomy assess-
ment proven wrong. Until the problem is solved, however, we are
left with the conclusion that neutron scattering techniques can
provide us only with subunit positions and r&dii of gyration.

Within tha limitations of the data analysis we are able to
carry out today, however, the picture ia bright. It is clear from
the experimental work summarized above that the .utroc model of
the distribution of proteins in the 30 S ritosoaal subunit of _E.
coli ia nearing completion. Comparisons between the neutron aodel
and the other data available (gvatifyingly) support the view that
the neutron nodel is reliable.

We think the 30 S subunit problem will be cocpletely solved
in the next few years, and that it will prove possible to include
in the map tKNA, Initiation factors, etc,—the auxiliary molecules
and substrates in protein synthesis. These measurements should
provide the biochu-utcal community with some useful insights into
the mechanisu of protein synthesis.
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DISCUSSION

ZACCAI: On your map moat of the pcotelns are grouped at one
end of the particle. Could you comment with relation to the
nearly Rg measurements?

MOORE: There is little doubt that our model does imply a
concentration of protein at one end of the ribosoma. Not very
much protein, mass-wise remains to be found, and it seems hardly
possible the verdict will change when it is found. The EM people
alao »•• th« part In 1A the aa»e way. Our ao<iel shows a clear con-
tradiction with the original buik distribution data, or more cor-
rectly, the interpretation given that data. We do not know its
cause.

SCHIFFER: Can you explain the source of the discrepancy ir.
the position of protein 15 as observed in the electron micrograph
and with neutroa scattering?

MOORE: I think the problem la imperfect data on both sides.

MAY: Is there a global minimum in the "line projection
program," or are there only many local minima?

MOORE: It seems there is. If you ask the program to
"refine" the model used to generate the test data sst, it finds a
very low residual for it and adjusts some parameters by a small
amount to "improve" it. This improvement reflects the lack of
perfect correspondence between line projection cross correlations
and the length distributions.

KOEPPE: Immuno-electroa microscopy offers the possibility of
yielding information related to protein shape, if the same protein
can be labeled at more than one antigenic site. Would you comment
on this possibility?
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MOORE: In principle you are right. In the early days, the
Si people thought they had identified multiple antlgenic sites for
amv proteins. In the last two years, they have been ahle to show
that their antibody preparations have sonetimea been contaminated.
Vo8* of the multiple sitae have been withdrawn, and no generally
^-«9ted mulfple "site protein is left. The EM people, therefore,
agree with ua at this time that ribosomal proteins are mootly
compact.

MARTEL: You showed a superposition of EM and neutron datJi
for the ribosome subuni": which' illustrated substantial agreement-
The time taken in acquiring che nsutron data is in excess of seven
years. How long did it take to acquire the EM data?

MOORS: The neutron data collection has taken about six
months (24 hours a day) since we started in 1974. When the EM
vork started, also in about 1974, we thought it would be finished
in a year or so and ware a bit discouraged by the prospect. In
fact, "it has proven auch hsre.er than first expected. They ̂  are
still at it and kaov about as -such as we do. We are surprised!
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